Exclusivity has a name.
MAN TGX D38 „100 Years Edition“

100 years – generations of trucks that continue to set new milestones even today. The red-hot highlight is the MAN TGX D38 „100 Years Edition“. A real centenary truck with a presence that inspires and performance that fascinates. Don’t miss out on this limited-edition special model.

A great show, lots of talent.
Demonstrate a touch of class. Just like the 383 or 412 kW (520 or 560 hp) powerful new flagship of the road. Two “fire lions”, symbols of strength and passion, on the sides of the vehicle lend a striking note. Stainless steel dominates the exterior design and turns heads. Admire the mirror-polished front and side bars with integrated LED accent lighting, the solid light bar for four high-beam halogen headlamps, the entrance steps and the polished mudguards of the aluminium wheels. Furthermore, the impressive vehicle boasts additional features such as ALCOA aluminium wheels, a door extension, a sunblind in front of the windscreen, two compressed-air horns and a multi-function leather steering wheel.

Top comfort included.
The equipment also includes an infotainment package; in addition you can choose from two Comfort packages: one is designed for solo drivers, the other tailored for two-driver constellations. Both versions place ergonomics at the forefront, a prerequisite for confident and safe driving.

„Plus“ infotainment package
- Perfect antenna equipment for GPS and vehicle phone
- Radio MAN Media Truck Advanced with satellite navigation preparation and MAN Sound System for the perfect sound.
- Navigation SD card (Western Europe, Eastern Europe or Whole of Europe)
- Infrared remote control
- Hands-free function for mobile phones, compatible with multi-function steering wheel and Bluetooth
- AUX in and USB in the instrument panel for the driver to play his/her own music

Comfort package 1
- Air sprung comfort seats with lumbar support, shoulder adjustment and heating to ensure drivers sit as comfortably as possible
- Increased interior comfort and improved safety thanks to rear-view and wide-angle mirrors as well as a right-hand rear view mirror, all of them heated and electrically adjustable
- D4S auxiliary air heater
- Clock with alarm function next to bunk
- Cookbox with tray table
- Interior lighting in cab roof
- Longlife Eco alternator
- Black bed cover for bottom bunk

Comfort package 2
(in addition to the equipment offered in Comfort package 1):
- Air sprung comfort co-driver’s seats with lumbar support, shoulder adjustment, heating and armrests to ensure they sit as comfortably as possible
- Foot rest for co-driver
- Roller sunblinds on both doors
- „Lion“ bed cover for top bunk
- Reading lights for driver and co-driver
- For XLX cab: two bunks with storage space (Aluminium frame) and Comfort operating module by the bottom bunk

Your MAN partner will be happy to give you details of the equipment and conditions.
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The colours pictured are for reference only. Paint colours cannot be depicted true to life in printed materials.